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Field work carried out on the Piton des Neiges volcano (Réunion Island) suggests that the
injection of magma along detachments could trigger flank failure by conjugate opening and shear
displacement.  We  use  3-D  numerical  models  to  compare  the  ability  of  purely  opened  sheet
intrusions,  sheared sheet  intrusions,  and normal  faults  to induce flank displacement  on basaltic
volcanoes. We assume that shear stress change on fractures results from stress anisotropy of the host
rock under gravity. Exploring a large range of stress anisotropies, fracture dips, and fracture depth
over  length  ratios,  we determine  that  the  amount  of  shear  displacement  is  independent  of  the
proximity to the ground surface. Sheared sheet intrusions are the most efficient slip medium on
volcanoes. Consequently, the largest flank displacement is induced by the longest, deepest sheared
intrusion dipping closest to 45° in a host rock with the highest stress anisotropy. Using our model in
a forward way, we provide shear and normal displacements for buried fractures. Applying the model
to a pile of sills at the Piton des Neiges volcano, we determine that the mean shear displacement
caused by each intrusion was 3.7 m, leading to a total of a 180-260 m of lateral displacement for the
50  m high pile  of  sills.  Using our  model  in  an  inverse  way,  we  formulate  a  decision  tree  to
determine some fracture characteristics and the host rock stress anisotropy from ratios of maximum
surface displacements. This procedure provides a priori models, which can be used to bound the
parameter space before it is explored through a formal inversion. Applying the decision tree to the
1.4 m co-eruptive flank displacement recorded at Piton de la Fournaise in 2007, we find that it
probably originated from a shallow eastward-dipping sub-horizontal normal fault. 

1. Introduction 
Lateral flank collapse is one of the main causes of destruction of oceanic basaltic volcanoes

[Holcomb and Searle, 1988]. The consequences of such processes, i.e. debris avalanches [Moore et
al.,  1989] and tsunamis [Keating and McGuire,  2000;  Kelfoun et al.,  2010], make this issue of
primary importance for risk mitigation. 

Flank movements can be driven by gravity alone, the edifice being affected by spreading
[Borgia et al., 1992; Merle and Borgia., 1996;  van Wyk de Vries and Francis, 1997], or by the
combined effects of gravity and forceful magma injections [Swanson et al., 1976;  Borgia, 1994;
Lundgren et al., 2004]. Forceful magma injection models assume that the volcano flank slides on a
low angle fault, pushed by the recurrent  injection of magma into vertical  rift  zones  [Dieterich,
1988]. Frictional resistance of the fault can be reduced by pore fluid pressure [Thomas et al., 2004].
However,  supra-hydrostatic  fluid  pressure  is  required  to  explain  the  occurrence  of  catastrophic
failures [Iverson, 1995; Elsworth and Day, 1999]. Such pressure can be reached for unrealistically
thick clay layers (several hundred of meters) or in the case of extremely low hydraulic diffusivity
[Iverson,  1995].  Another  mechanism  involves  earthquake  shaking,  which  induces  ground
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liquefaction through elevated pore fluid pressure, possibly enhanced by gases [Papatheodorou and
Ferentinos, 1997; Thomas et al., 2004], but this mechanism only concerns the shallow subsurface.
Thus, the origin of large-scale flank failure remains enigmatic.

An alternative cause of large-scale flank failure has recently been proposed following field
work  on  Piton  des  Neiges  [Famin  and  Michon,  2010],  the  deeply  incised  extinct  volcano  of
Réunion Island in the Indian Ocean (Figure 1). The injection of magma along a detachment (i.e. a
low-angle normal fault) leads to shearing of the emplaced sheet intrusion which enhances the lateral
displacement of the edifice flanks. A previous study [Delaney et al., 1986] recognized the existence
of sheared sheet intrusions, and investigated the conditions under which fracture orientation and
shear displacement could be used to infer the host rock stress. Our study extends their investigation
to the failure ability of a variety of fractures, including sheet intrusions, which can be purely opened
(formed  in  mode  I)  or  sheared  (modes  I+II),  and  faults  (formed  in  mode  II)  located  beneath
prominent  volcanoes  having  different  stress  anisotropies  such  that  the  tectonic  context  is
extensional. Our study is complementary to the study of  Chaput et al. [2014a] that explores the
conditions required for magma injection along a detachment to promote fault slip and lead to edifice
collapse. 

In April 2007, Piton de la Fournaise, the active volcano of Réunion Island, experienced a
large-scale (1.4 m) seaward displacement coeval with an eruption. This displacement was recorded
by interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR). One question raised by this displacement field
and the study of the neighboring analog volcano, Piton des Neiges, is whether it is possible to
distinguish  surface displacements resulting  from a  sheet  intrusion (sheared or not) from those
resulting from a fault. Another question is whether the dip of the fracture, as well as the host rock
stress field can be characterized by simple rules of thumb, generalizing the approach developed by
Pollard [1983] for purely opened subvertical sheet intrusions to a variety of fracture modes and
fracture dips. Such an approach could guide further formal inversions by providing a priori models,
which can be used to bound the explored parameter space. 

The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  twofold.  First,  we  investigate  the  amount  of  fracture
displacement,  surface displacement  and slope change that  sheet  intrusions (sheared or  not)  and
faults  can  trigger  on  basaltic  volcanoes.  We  also  discuss  the  possibility  of  sheared  intrusions
triggering large-scale flank failures. Second, we design a step-by-step procedure to assess fracture
and host rock stress characteristics from surface displacements associated with sheet intrusions and
faults. 

We first review the most common intrusion dips encountered on basaltic volcanoes. This
section gives inputs for the numerical modeling of fracture, host-rock, surface displacement and
slope variation related to sheet intrusions and faults of different orientations, under different stress
fields. Second, we discuss our results and apply them to assess the shear displacement of some
subhorizontal intrusions observed at Piton des Neiges. We also apply our results to the study of the
slopes of basaltic shield volcanoes, and to the determination of the fracture and host rock anisotropy
corresponding to the flank displacement of the April 2007 Piton de la Fournaise eruption.

2. Sheet Intrusions Within Basaltic Edifices

Several field analyses were conducted on active and extinct basaltic shield volcanoes in
order to characterize the geometry of the magmatic plumbing systems. Studies at Koolau volcano
(Oahu island, Hawaii) [Walker 1986], Waianae volcano (Oahu island, Hawaii) [Zbinden and Sinton,
1988],  Tutulia  volcano  (American  Samoa)  [Walker  and Eyre,  1995],  Tenerife  (Canary  Islands)
[Marinoni and Gudmundsson, 2000], Stromboli [Tibaldi, 2003] and Piton de la Fournaise (Réunion
Island)  [Letourneur  et  al. 2008]  have  shown that  steeply-dipping (subvertical)  sheet  intrusions
(>60°) account for most of the plumbing system as they represent 85% of all intrusions (Figure 2a).
These subvertical intrusions are observed in the upper structural level of the edifice, at a maximum
depth of about 1 km. 
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Very  different  dips  have  been  described  for  the  intrusive  complexes  injected  into  the
lowermost units of the volcanic edifices of La Gomera and La Palma Islands (Canary Islands), and
at the Piton des Neiges volcano, where the cores of the volcanoes outcrop. At La Gomera, most
sheet intrusions are made up of outward (i.e. seaward) low-dipping (subhorizontal) sheet intrusions
(<30°) [Cendrero, 1970;  Ancochea et al., 2008]. Similarly, at La Palma, abundant subhorizontal
intrusions cut the submarine sequence of the edifice, above the basal plutonic complex [Staudigel
and Schmincke, 1984; Fernandez et al., 2002]. Detailed studies of these volcanoes [Ancochea et al.,
2008; Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984] show that intrusions emplaced in the older deeper part of the
edifices are subhorizontal, while those observed in the shallower younger units are subvertical. The
subhorizontal intrusions are frequently cut by dikes related to the younger edifice. At the Piton des
Neiges volcano, abundant subhorizontal intrusions are also observed in the lower edifice [Chevalier
and Vatin-Perignon, 1982; Famin and Michon, 2010]. 

To quantitatively confirm this observation, we carried out field analysis of the southern part
of Piton des Neiges. Our data indicate that 43% of the intrusions in the inner part (depth ≥ 1 km) of
the Piton des Neiges volcano have dips <30° and only 20% of the intrusions have dips >60° (Figure
2b). Magma injections at Piton des Neiges are therefore dominated by subhorizontal intrusions.

3. Numerical Modeling of Fractures

3.1. Model Description

In this work we use a mixed boundary element numerical method (MBEM) [Cayol and
Cornet, 1997] to study the response of a volcano to subvertical and subhorizontal fractures and to
establish  rules  of  thumb  for  discriminating  between  displacement  fields  associated  with  sheet
intrusions  (sheared  or  not)  and  faults.  The  MBEM is  a  fully  three-dimensional  method  which
considers realistic topographies and any number and geometry of sources (magma reservoirs, sheet
intrusions  or  faults)  for  media  that  are  linearly  elastic,  homogeneous  and  have  isotropic  rock
properties.  The  precision  and  applicability  of  the  MBEM  for  modeling  volcanic  deformation
processes have already been tested [Cayol and Cornet, 1997; Fukushima et al., 2005] and applied to
several volcanoes such as Piton de la Fournaise [Cayol and Cornet,  1998;  Froger et  al.,  2004;
Fukushima et al., 2010; Peltier et al., 2007, 2008], Merapi volcano [Beauducel and Cornet, 1999],
Kilauea volcano [Cayol et al., 2000; Dieterich et al., 2000] and several Japanese volcanoes [Takada
and Fukushima, 2013]. Here, the boundary element method is modified in order to avoid fracture
interpenetration when required (see Appendix A).

Our model is static, as we are interested in the final deformation produced by fractures.
Boundary conditions are stress vectors, with the stress vector normal to the ground surface being
null. Three different types of fractures are considered, corresponding to different stress changes on
the fracture: (i) Purely opened sheet intrusions are fractures that open as a response to the driving
pressure when magma pressure exceeds the host rock stress assumed to result from gravity. This is
the typical load considered for intrusions in the literature [Anderson, 1938; Pollard and Holzhausen,
1979; Jaeger et al., 2009].  (ii) Sheared sheet intrusions are fractures which deform as a response to
coeval driving pressure and full relaxation of host rock shear stress. The magma cancels friction and
allows for full relaxation of the shear stress, which is acting when sheet intrusions are not emplaced
perpendicular to a principal stress. This typically occurs when the intrusion direction is guided by a
preexisting  fracture  [Delaney  et  al.,  1986;  Maccaferri  et  al.,  2011],  by  a  rheological  contrast
[Kavanagh  et  al.,  2006;  Menand,  2008;  Maccaferri  et  al.,  2011],  or  if  an   intrusion,  while
propagating  in  a  medium  with  an  heterogeneous  stress  field,  does  not  fully  reorient  itself  in
response to a rotation of the host rock stress [Dahm, 2000; Watanabe et al., 2002; Menand, 2011;
Maccaferri et al., 2011]. (iii) Faults are fractures deforming as a response to shear stress changes.
We assume that fault friction is zero so that faults, in the same way as intrusions, fully relax the host
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rock stress. In our models, stress changes on fractures result from depth-dependent magma pressure
and host rock stress, but for simplicity  a mean  value is considered. In contrast to another recent
study on the shear displacement of sills [Chaput et al., 2014a], we assume that, when magma is
involved, the whole fracture surface is subject to magmatic pressure.  The boundary element code
solves for  the displacement  distribution that matches the stress boundary conditions, resulting in
variable displacement even when the fracture is submitted to a constant stress change. 

We use geographical coordinates for which the z axis is vertical, and the  x and y axes are
oriented  east-west  and  north-south,  respectively  (Figure  3).  The  topography  and  fractures  are
meshed by triangular  elements.  Mesh density  is  high in  areas  where deformation gradients  are
expected  to  be  greatest  and  decreases  away  from  these  areas  (Figure  S1 in  the  supporting
information). In order to avoid edge effects, the mesh dimension is taken to be 5 times the largest
fracture dimension [Cayol, 1996].

Slopes of basaltic volcanoes usually range from a few degrees to 12° [Rowland and Garbeil,
2000]  although  some  volcanic  edifices,  like  Piton  de  la  Fournaise  and  the  volcanoes  of  the
Galapagos Islands, have unusually steep slopes reaching 20° to 35° locally. An axially symmetrical
cone-shaped topography with 20° slopes is thus considered as our reference topography (Figure 3).
3.2. Fracture Geometry and Location

The strike of the intrusions is chosen to be north-south (Figure 3). Because the 3-D extent of
fractures is difficult to constrain in the field, we assume that subvertical and subhorizontal fractures
are planar and have a simple square shape (Figure 3). Following our compilation of field data,
subvertical  fractures  are  assumed  to  havedips,  α ,  ranging  from 60°  to  90°,  and  subhorizontal
fractures are assumed to have dips ranging from 0 to 30°. 

Fractures  are  assumed  to  originate  at  3  4  km  depth  beneath  the  volcano  summit,
corresponding to the level of neutral  buoyancy in basaltic edifices (i.e.  the level where magma
density  equals  the  density  of  the  surrounding  rock)  [Tilling  and  Dvorak,  1993].  This  depth
corresponds to the presumed depth of the shallowest reservoir at Kilauea [Cervelli and Miklius,
2003], Krafla [Tryggvason, 1986], and Piton de la Fournaise [Prôno et al., 2009;  DiMuro et al.,
2014]. This is also the estimated depth of emplacement for the subhorizontal intrusions at Piton des
Neiges [Famin and Michon, 2010]. In our models, the top of the subhorizontal fractures and the
bottom of the subvertical ones are located at z= 0, beneath the axis of symmetry of the topography,
corresponding  to  x=0 (Figure  3).  Fractures  have  sides  of  length,  l=3 km(see  Table  1  for  the
definitions of the main symbols). Under this hypothesis, the fracture depth over length ratio,d / l, has
a  mean  value  of  d / l=0 . 8 for  subvertical  fractures,  whereas  the  mean  value  is  d / l=1 . 4 for
subhorizontal fractures.
3.3. Stress in the Edifice

Initial  stress in  the volcano is  assumed to be such that,  at  the location of intrusion,  the
maximum principal stress is vertical. Indeed, this stress field is consistent with the occurrence of
flank spreading and with the direction of the maximum principal stress computed from gravity-
loaded models which is subvertical, except for the shallowest part of the edifice where it becomes
parallel to the ground surface [Dieterich, 1988;  Cayol and Cornet, 1998;  Currenti and Williams,
2014].  Following these models, we assume that the intermediate and minimum principal stresses
are subequal along the intrusion. These hypotheses are consistent with the inversion of fault slip
data  at  Piton  des  Neiges,  which  showed  that  the  dominant  stress  field  is  extensional  and  the
intermediate  and  minimum principal  stress  are  subequal  [Chaput  et  al.,  2014b].  The  principal
stresses  will  be  referred  to  as  σ v and  σ h for  the  vertical  and  horizontal  principal  stresses,
respectively. 

In order to quantify the stress anisotropy in the edifice, we define the stress ratio k  as

k=
σh

σv

. (1)

As we are looking at intraplate shield volcanoes, it is assumed that the regional stress has little
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influence on the stress field in the edifice: thus, there is no compression and k ≤1. 
A crude estimate of the crust stress ratio  k  is given by considering a half-space deforming

uni-axially under its own weight (no horizontal deformation). For this special case, the stress ratio is

k=
ν

(1−ν )
=

1
3

, (2)

for a Poisson’s ratio ν=0. 25 [Jaeger et al., 2009]
Several pieces of evidence indicate that the successive loading episodes undergone by the

crust  lead  to  a  state  of  failure  equilibrium.  Both  in  volcanic  islands  and the  continental  crust,
earthquakes are triggered by stress changes resulting from fault  movements [Stein et  al.,  1992;
Segall et al., 2006] or from fluid movement, whether magmatic [Dieterich et al., 2000], aqueous
[Roeloffs, 1996], or gaseous [Segall et al., 1994]. In situ stress measurements in deep wells and
boreholes worldwide [Townend and Zoback, 2000] show that the Coulomb failure theory fits the
measurements of friction coefficients μ in the range of 0.6 to 1. These studies also indicate that pore
pressure is close to hydrostatic. Assuming that the crust is in a state of failure equilibrium, we
determine that k , for a fluid saturated crust, is given by:

 k= √1+μ2−μ

√1+μ2+μ
+2

ρw
ρr

μ

√1+μ2+μ
, (3)

where, ρwand ρr are the density of water and the bulk density of volcanic rocks, respectively. Taking
ρr =  2700  kg/m3 and  considering  friction  coefficients  corresponding  to  the  range  of  values
determined in laboratory experiments (μ = 0.6 to 1), we get a narrow range of k  values from 0.5 to
0.6. 

The values of  k>¿ 0.6 could occur for rocks that are not at the rock strength limit.  For
instance,  k= 1 corresponds  to  a  lithostatic  state  of  stress,  which  might  be  found on  volcanoes
subjected to repeated dike injections [Dieterich, 1988]. This state of stress is consistent with the
successive intrusion of radial and circumferential dikes on the Galapagos Islands [Chadwick and
Dieterich, 1995].  It was also determined from the modeling of surface displacement and eruptive
fissure opening at Réunion Island [Cayol and Cornet, 1998], where it is also consistent with a lack
of seismicity at the shallow depths where dikes are emplaced [Fukushima et al., 2010].   

In order for our study to be comprehensive, we have explored displacements induced by
fractures within edifices with stress ratios of 0 .5≤ k ≤1, where k= 0 .5 and k= 1 correspond to rocks
at  the rock strength limit  and at  the lithostatic  limit,  respectively.  The smaller  the  k  value,  the
greater the stress anisotropy and the deviatoric stress (difference between the stress tensor and the
mean stress).
3.4. Applied Stress Perturbation

For fractures at angle, α , we consider a mean shear stress change,  Δτ (see  Appendix B), 

Δτ=ρrgd
(k −1 )

2
sin (2α ),     (4)

where d is the mean fracture depth below the ground surface (Figure 3) andgis the acceleration of
gravity.

For sheet intrusions (sheared or not), the mean driving pressure, Δσn, corresponding to the
difference between the magma pressure and the host rock stress normal to the fracture, is assumed
to have values between 1 and 10 MPa. Indeed, driving pressures determined from the inversion of
geodetic data on basaltic shield  volcanoes like Piton de la Fournaise [Peltier et al., 2007; 2008;
Fukushima et al., 2010] or Sierra Negra volcano (Galapagos) [Yun et al., 2006], range from 0 to a
few  megapascals.  We  assume  that  the  magma  pressure  is  greater  than  the  magnitude  of  the
maximum principal stress of the host rock so that fractures of any orientation can dilate.

The three types of fractures tested in the present work are characterized by the following
stress conditions:

1. Purely opened sheet  intrusions:  Fractures are  submitted to a driving pressure,  Δσ n.  This
stress change is met when the stress ratio k= 1, or when the intrusion is perpendicular to σ h
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or σ v, which is the case here for horizontal or vertical fractures, respectively. We assume that
an intrusion can be emplaced perpendicular to σ v, a case which might occur if the intrusion
follows a preexisting fracture or a rheological contrast.

2. Sheared sheet intrusions: Fractures are submitted to a mixed loading corresponding to a
driving pressure, Δσn, combined with a shear stress change, Δτ. This load is met when the
stress field is anisotropic (k< 1) and the intrusion is not perpendicular to a principal stress.
As for purely opened intrusions,  Δσn is assumed to range from 1 to 10 MPa and, as for
faults, Δτ is given by equation (4).

3. Normal  faults:  Fractures  are  only submitted  to  a  shear  stress  change  Δτ induced by an
extensional stress field. On the fracture Δσn is zero and Δτ is given by equation (4). 

3.5. Scaling of the Results 
In order to be able  to  generalize our results  to any stress,  elastic parameter,  or fracture

dimension, the shear  U s and normal  U n (opening) fracture displacements are scaled by the shear
U s

inf and normal U n
inf displacements induced by shear Δτ and normal Δσ n stress changes on a circular

fracture embedded in an infinite medium (see Appendix C for derivation).  Thus, 

[U s ]=Us
inf
=

32
3π

(1−ν2 )

E (2−ν )

l

√(π )
[ Δτ ], (5)

and 

[U n ]=Un
inf
=

16
3π

(1−ν2 )

E
l

√(π )
Δσn, (6)

where E is the Young's modulus and l /√(π )is the radius of a circular source with the same area as
the square source of side l considered in this study. 

As we want the displacement to be independent of the applied lithostatic stress, shear stress
changes are scaled by the lithostatic pressure 

[ Δτ ] =Plith =ρrgd. (7)
Internal and surface displacements are scaled by the mean displacement across a circular

fracture in an infinite space:

[U ]=
16
3π

(1−ν2 )

E
l

√( π ) √Δσn
2
+

4

(2−ν )
2 Δτ2,   (8)

where Δτ is given by equation (4).
Finally, distances are scaled by the mean depth of the fracture below the ground surface, d

(Figure 3)
[d ]=d= ( zsurf−zfrac ). (9)

The ground surface has extra characteristic scales, which correspond to the radius of the
summit area where the ground surface is flat and to the mean slope. These characteristic scales are
not taken into account in the normalization. When fractures are buried as in our study, Currenti et
al., [2008] showed that the mean slope has a second order effect. Therefore, we expect the results to
depend, to the second-order, on the mean slope and the fracture length and depth. 

In the subsequent sections we investigate the joint influence of the stress anisotropy, fracture
dip, and ground surface on the edifice deformation by computing fracture stress changes, fracture
displacements, and surface displacements for three types of fractures, i.e. purely opened intrusions,
sheared intrusions and faults. The influence of Δσn is also studied for sheared intrusions. For purely
opened intrusionsΔσ n is not specified. Displacement is a linear function of  Δσ n, and since it has
been scaled by Δσn, it does not depend on it. 

4- Fracture Stress and Displacement Ratio
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In this section, we study fracture stress and displacement as a function of the fracture dip
and the host rock stress ratio.  We compare stress and displacement  with values determined for
circular fractures in an infinite medium and we determine a simple way to calculate them where 3-D
numerical models are lacking. 

As we only discuss mean values, we will refer to mean stress or mean displacement simply
as  stress  or  displacement,  respectively.  Using  the  scaling  previously  defined,  we  study  the
dimensionless  shear  stress change  Δτ❑

=Δτ /[Plith ],  the ratio  of  dimensionless  shear  over  normal

displacement  U s❑/U n❑=Us /U n∗ [U n ] / [U s ], the dimensionless shear displacement  U s
❑=U s /[U s ] and

openingU n
❑=Un/ [U n ] (Figure 4). 

As determined from equation (4), Δτ❑
=(k −1 ) sin (2α ) /2 linearly decreases as  k increases,

becoming zero for  k= 1(Figure 4a). It  varies the same as the dip of subhorizontal fractures and
inversely to the dip of subvertical fractures. Parameter Δτ❑ is maximum for α=45 ° and k= 0 .5. 

In  linear  elasticity,  the  superposition  principle  holds,  and  the  displacement  is  a  linear
function of the applied stress change, 

U f =Uf (Δτ+Δσn ) =U f (Δτ )+Uf ( Δσn )=P lithU f ( Δτ❑
) +ΔσnU f (1 ),  (10)

where  the  subscript  f  stands  for  the  shear  (f=s)  or  normal  (f=n)  directions  to  the  fracture,
respectively. For circular fractures in an infinite medium, U n (Δτ )=0 and U s (Δσ n)=0(equations (5)

and (6)), so that U s
inf

/U n
infis a linear function of Δτ /Δσn. Because of the chosen normalization, the

ratio of the dimensionless shear displacement over the opening of the sheared circular fractures in
an infinite medium U s

inf ∗/U n
inf∗

 (equations (5) and (6)) simply equals the dimensionless shear stress,
U sinf ∗

U ninf∗

=Δτ❑
=

(k −1 )

2
sin (2α ). (11)

For square sheared fractures within a three-dimensional volcano, we determine that U s❑/U n❑

(Figure 4b) is close to predictions for a circular fracture in an infinite medium U s
inf ∗/U n

inf∗

 (Figure 4a),
U s❑/U n❑∼Δτ❑

 where fractures are subhorizontal or subvertical with α >80° and k> 0 . 8. For these
fractures,  U s❑/U n❑ is  thus  independent  of  the  fracture  area,  which  indicates  that,  like  circular
fractures in a infinite medium, U s❑ and U n❑ are linear functions of this area. For subvertical fractures

with α<80 ° and k< 0 . 8, U s❑/U n❑ is greater than U s
inf ∗/U n

inf∗

, resulting from a decrease of the opening,
U n❑, with the dip (Figure 4d). The inspection of the terms contributing to U n❑ in equation (10), i.e.
U n❑ ( Δσn ) (Figure 4f)  and  U n❑ (Δτ ) (Figure 4h),  indicates that the decrease of  U n❑ is  induced by
negative U n❑ (Δτ ) occurring on the upper part of the fracture (Figure 5).

Negative  U n❑ (Δτ ) corresponds  to  fracture  wall  interpenetration,  a  result  which  is
mathematically correct, but unlikely to actually occur in basalt. Under a mixed stress change, the
negative  U n❑ (Δτ ) results in a smaller opening than would occur if the medium was infinite (see
equation (10)). To ensure that fracture interpenetration does not occur, it will be prevented in the
rest of the paper (Appendix A).
 Studying the influence of the ground surface on displacement and displacement ratios, we
find that U s❑ is not very sensitive to the proximity of the ground surface: U s❑ =Usinf∗=Δτ❑regardless of
d / l(Figure S3 in the supporting information). However, the opening,  U n❑, is strongly increased or
decreased by the vicinity of the ground surface: the shallower the sheared fracture (or the smaller
d / l), the greater the deviation of U n❑ from U ninf∗

=1, the opening of a circular purely opened fracture
in an infinite medium (Figure S4 in the supporting information). Deviations of  U n❑ fromU ninf∗

=1

occurs  as  soon  as  d / l<1 .2 for  subhorizontal  fractures,  or  d / l<2 for  subvertical  fractures.  For
intermediate dips 30 °<α<80°, U n❑ is smaller than in an infinite medium (U n

❑<Uninf∗=1), whereas U n❑

is  greater  (U n
❑>Uninf∗=1)  for  fractures  closer  to  the  horizontal  and,  to  a  smaller  extent,  vertical
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directions. This value can be up to 4times greater than U ninf∗ for subhorizontal fractures close to the
ground surface where d / l<0 . 6 and α ≈  0 °. Similarly, when k  is small, sheared intrusions undergo
less  opening than for greater  k  values,  and purely opened intrusions  (k= 1).  In other  words,  at
shallow depth, the occurrence of shear displacement induces fracture closure. 

Finally, using [U s ], [U n ] and [ τ ], given in equations (5), (6), and (7), we determine that, for
deep  subhorizontal  fractures  such  that  d / l≥1. 2 or  subvertical  fractures  such  that  d / l≥2,
displacement  and displacement  ratios can  be approximated  by those of  circular  fractures  in  an
infinite medium:
U s=U s

inf, where U s
inf is given by equation (5) with Δτ given by equation (4), 

U s=
32
3π

(1−ν2 )

E (2−ν )

l

√ (π )

(k −1 )

2
sin (2α ) ρrgd, (12)

U n=U n
inf, where U n

inf is given by equation (6),  

U n=
16
3π

(1−ν2 )
E

l

√ (π )
Δσn.  (13)

and

 
U s

U n

=
U s

inf

U n
inf =

2
(2−ν )

Δτ
Δσn

=
2

(2−ν )

(k −1 )

2
sin (2α )

ρrgd

Δσn
. (14)

For shallow subhorizontal fractures where d / l<1 .2 or shallow subvertical fractures where  d / l<2,
curves specific to d / l given in Figures S4 and S2 in the supporting information should be used to
compute U n andU s /U n, respectively, using 

U n=
16
3π

(1−ν2 )

E
l
2

Δσ n (U n
❑

)curves
, (15)

and
U s

U n

=
2

(2−ν )

ρrgd

Δσn (
U s

❑

U n
❑ )

curves

, (16)

while U s=U s
inf is given by equation (12) above.

Conversely,  these  equations  and  curves  can  be  used  to  infer  the  driving  pressure  and
lithostatic stress from the observed fracture displacement. 

5. Surface Displacement and Slope Change 
We  describe  the  dimensionless  displacement  and  slope  change  for  (i)  a  subhorizontal

fracture with a 10° dip, and (ii) a subvertical fracture with an 80° dip for the three different loading
cases. The displacement and slope are scaled by [U ]given in equation (8). A stress ratio of k= 1 is
chosen for purely opened intrusions, and k= 0 .6 is chosen for sheared intrusions and faults. Based
on this, ratios of maximum displacements are defined to infer fracture and host rock characteristics
from the observed fracture displacement.

For subhorizontal fractures, the head of the fracture will be referred to as side “–“ and the
toe of the fracture as side “+” (Figure 3a), while for subvertical fractures, the foot side will be
referred to as side “–“ and the hanging side as side “+” (Figure 3b). 

Because  the  displacement  of  sheared  intrusions  are  the  weighted  sum  of  displacement
created by faults  and purely opened intrusions (equation (10)),  a continuum of displacement  is
observed  (Figures  6  and  7)  from purely  opened  intrusions  (driving  pressure,  Δσ n≠0 MPa and
Δτ=0 MPa)  to  sheared intrusions (mixed stress  change,Δσn≠0 MPa and  Δτ≠0 MPa),  and,  with
decreasing  driving  pressure,  to  the  final  stage  corresponding  to  faults  (shear  stress  change
Δτ≠0 MPa andΔσn=0 MPa).
5.1. Subhorizontal Fracture (α  = 10°)

Purely opened intrusions and sheared intrusions with large Δσn (5 MPa) have large internal
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uplift above the fracture (Figure 6). The smaller Δσn, the smaller this uplift. For sheared intrusions
with Δσ n=1 MPa and faults, uplift is lowest above the fracture center, and greater toward the edges.
Purely  opened  intrusions  and  sheared  intrusions  with  large  Δσ n show  westward  internal
displacement above the head of the intrusion and eastward displacement above the toe, whereas
sheared intrusions with Δσ n=1 MPa and faults have eastward displacement above the fracture and
westward displacement below.

At the ground surface, these displacements result in unimodal uplifts for purely opened and
sheared intrusions with large  Δσn, and in opposite vertical displacement at the head side, which
subsides, and the toe side, which is uplifted, for sheared intrusions with  Δσ n=1 MPa and faults.
Horizontal  surface  displacement  points  in  opposite  directions,  westward  on  the  head  side  and
eastward on the toe side, for purely opened intrusions and sheared intrusions with large Δσn, while
it points eastward on both sides of the fracture for sheared intrusions with Δσ n=1 MPa and faults.

The slope is increased everywhere for purely opened intrusions. Slope change decreases in
amplitude  and  extension  with  decreasing  Δσn.  Slope  change  for  sheared  intrusions  with
Δσ n=1 MPa or for faults is similar: the slope is increased by the intrusion in the flat summit area,
whereas it is decreased on the volcano flanks. 
5.2. Subvertical Fractures (α  = 80°)

The internal displacement associated with purely opened intrusions and sheared intrusions
with large Δσn points normal to the fracture plane (Figure 7). As Δσ n decreases, the displacement of
sheared intrusions becomes parallel to the fracture plane,  pointing upward on the foot side and
downward on the hanging side. 

At the surface, purely opened intrusions and sheared intrusions with large  Δσ n show the
characteristic bimodal displacement previously described for purely opened intrusions [Dieterich,
1975;  Pollard et  al.,  1983]  with uplift  on both sides  of  the  fracture and subsidence  above the
fracture. As  Δσndecreases, the footwall uplift increases, while the hangingwall starts to subside:
sheared  intrusions  with  Δσ n=1 MPa and faults  are  characterized  by uplift  of  the footwall,  and
subsidence of the hangingwall. The horizontal surface displacement corresponding to purely opened
intrusions and sheared intrusions with Δσn≥5 MPa  shows opposite displacement, with the footwall
moving  westward  and the  hangingwall  moving  eastward,  while  the  horizontal  displacement  of
sheared intrusions with Δσ n=1 MPa and faults is westward on both sides of the fracture.

The  slope  is  increased  on the  summit  and flanks  for  purely  opened intrusions.  As  Δσn

decreases, the extent and amplitude of the slope change increases: slope increases in the summit
area and on the footwall, and decreases on the hanging side. The slope change of sheared intrusions
with Δσ n=1 MPa and faults is similar.

6. Systematic Study of Ratios of Surface Displacements
In order to extend the analysis of displacement obtained for two dips (subhorizontal and

subvertical) and a stress ratio of k= 0 .6, we study the displacement associated with a wide range of
fracture dips and stress anisotropies. To propose rules of thumb for the determination of the fracture
dip and loading from the observed displacement, we follow the approach defined by Pollard [1983]
and  use  ratios  of  maximum  surface  displacement.  By  using  the  ratios,  our  study  becomes

dimensionless. We define the ratios of vertical  U z
+¿

/U z
−

¿
 and horizontal  U x

+¿
/U x

−

¿
 displacements, and

the  ratios  of  horizontal  over  vertical  displacements  for  both  sides  of  a  fracture  U x
−
/U z

− and
U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ ,  where  “-”  refers  to  the  footwall  (subvertical  fracture)  or  head side  (subhorizontal

fracture), “+” refers to the hangingwall (subvertical fracture) or toe side (subhorizontal fracture)
(Figures 3 and 8), and  U z and  U x refer to the maximum vertical  and horizontal displacements,
respectively. The algorithm used for determining the maximum displacements is explained in the
Figure S5 in the supporting information. Surface displacement could for instance be provided by
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InSAR, after retrieving displacement in geographic coordinates [Wright et al., 2004,  Samsonov et
al., 2012].

In  order  for  the  study  to  be  comprehensive,  we  consider  subhorizontal  and  subvertical
fractures with the same mean depth  d  below the ground surface. This differs from the previous
section where subhorizontal  and subvertical  fractures were assumed to originate from the same
depth (z= 0). However, the characteristics of fracture stress, displacement and surface displacement
are very close to those found in the previous sections.
6.1. Displacement Ratios as a Function of the Dip, α , and Stress Ratio, k, Taken Separately

The  displacement  and  displacement  ratios  are  computed  for  subhorizontal  fractures  (
0 °≤α ≤30°) and subvertical fractures (60 °≤α ≤90°), using k= 1 (purely opened intrusions; Figures
9a and 10a), k= 0 .6 (sheared intrusions and faults; Figures 9b and 10b), and varying 0 .5≤k ≤1 for
sheared intrusions (Figures 9c and 10c) and faults (Figures 9d and 10d), with fractures at fixed dips
of 10° and 80°. Following equation (4), the dips of  α=0 ° and  α=90 ° and a stress ratio of  k= 1
correspond to zero Δτ and thus to zero fault displacement (Figure 9). 

We find that, for sheared intrusions, surface displacement ratios vary with the dip (Figure
10b), the stress ratio (Figure 10c), and the driving pressure (Figures 10b and 10c). Consequently,
their  variation  has  to  be  studied  as  a  function  of these  three  parameters.  However,  for  faults,
normalized  displacement,  and  displacement  ratios  depend  on α  (Figures  9b  and  10b)  but  are
independent of k  (Figures 9d and 10d). Indeed, surface displacement is a linear function of the shear
stress,  thus  k  (equation  (4)),  making  the  ratio  or  normalized  value  independent  of  k .  The
consequence is that fault displacement ratios can be studied as a function of the dip alone. 

Determination of the dip direction: As seen for two particular dips in Figures 6 and 7, we
find  that,  for  a  large  range  of  dips  (Figures  10a  and  10b),  ratios  of  horizontal  over  vertical
displacements U x/U z are negative on side “-” (U x

−
/U z

−
<0) and positive on side “+” (U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
>0¿¿),

whatever the fracture stress change. The sign of these ratios can thus be used to discriminate the
head side/footwall  (side  ”-”)  from the  toe  side/hangingwall  (side  “+”)  of  fractures,  i.e.  the  dip
direction of a fracture. However, there are exceptions to this rule in which ratios on side “+” and on
side “-” have the same sign. The first exception is for purely opened intrusions with 60 °≤α ≤70 °
(Figure 10a), for which U x

−
/U z

− is positive instead of negative. Indeed, for these dips, the subsidence
is greater than the uplift on side “-”, a case which does not occur with intrusions that are longer than
their  height  [Rubin,  1992].  The  second  exception  is  for  sheared  subvertical  intrusions  with
Δσ n≥5 MPa  (Figures  10b  and  10c),  where  U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ is  negative  instead  of  positive.  These

exceptions can be used to discriminate both the stress type and the fracture side. Positive U x/U z on
both sides are characteristic of purely opened intrusions, whereas negative U x/U z on both sides are
characteristic of sheared intrusions with Δσ n≥5MPa . For these purely opened intrusions, side “+”
has U z>0 (Figure 9a), and for the sheared intrusions, sides  “+”  and “-” have ¿ (Figure 10b).

Purely opened intrusions versus sheared fractures:  Sheared intrusions and faults (Figures
10b, 10c, and 10d) have horizontal displacement ratios of U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿, which are opposite in signs to

those of purely opened intrusions (Figure  10a). Thus, the signs of ratio  U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ can be used to

discriminate purely opened intrusions from sheared intrusions or faults: A fracture with a negative
U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ is  a  purely  opened intrusion,  while  one  with a  positive  U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ is  either  a  sheared

intrusion or a fault. Again, the exception is for sheared intrusions with Δσ n≥5 MPa , α<15 °, α>85 °
(Figure 10b) and  k> 0 . 8 (Figure 10c). As seen before (Figures 6 and 7), these fractures have a
surface  displacement  very  similar  to  those  created  by  purely  opened  intrusions;  thus  in  our
interpretations, they will be assimilated into purely opened intrusions (dashed areas in Figures 9 and
10). 

Faults  versus  sheared  intrusions:  For  sheared  intrusions  with  Δσ n=1 MPa,  5 °<α<85°
(Figure 10b) and k ≤0. 8 (Figure 10c) displacement ratios are very close to values determined for
faults and will probably be within the measurement error of actual displacement data. Faults and
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sheared intrusions with Δσ n=1 MPa have U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ ranging from 1 to 1.2 (Figure 10b). U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿  is

above or below this range for sheared intrusions with Δσ n≥5 MPa . 
Determination of the dip:  After  using specific  ratios  to  determine the dip direction and

whether a fracture is a purely opened intrusion or a fault/sheared intrusion, we question whether the
dip  of  the  fracture  can  be  determined  from displacement  ratios.  For  purely  opened  intrusions,
unimodal  vertical  displacement  is  obtained  for  subhorizontal  fractures,  leading  to  U z

+¿
/U z

−
=1¿

(Figure  10),  whereas vertical  displacement  is  bimodal  for  subvertical  fractures.  Weakly opened
sheared intrusions (Δσn=1 MPa) and faults are characterized by  U x

+¿<0 ¿ when subhorizontal and
U x

+¿>0 ¿ when subvertical (Figure 9). For a precise determination of the dip, the ratio U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿ can
be  used,  as  a  given  ratio  corresponds  to  a  given  α  (Figure  10a).  For  sheared  intrusions,  as
displacement ratios vary with α  and k  (Figures 10b and 10c), the determination of the most relevant
displacement ratios will require the study of the joint influence of α  and k . For faults (Figure 10b),
U z

+¿
/U z

−
¿, U x

−
/U z

− and U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿ can be used for the same reason.
Determination of the driving pressure: Displacement ratios vary with Δσ n. For instance, the

greater the Δσn, the smaller the U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿ and U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿. Faults (Δσ n=0 MPa), will correspond
to the largest U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ and U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿.

6.2. Displacement and Displacement Ratios as a Function of the Dip, α , and Stress Ratio,  k ,
Taken Jointly

For  sheared  intrusions,  we  intend  to  generalize  the  results  obtained  previously  by  the
systematic  study  of  displacement  ratios  as  a  function  of  α ,  k ,  and  Δσn.  Displacement  ratios
corresponding to purely opened intrusions or faults are not represented as they are independent of
the stress ratio. They were described in section 6.1. When a fracture dip is close to 0° and 90 °, or
the stress field is close to isotropic (k∼1), Δτ is negligible (equation 4) and the displacement ratio
(Figure 11) becomes similar to the ratio of a purely opened intrusion (Figure 10a). 

Determination of the type of fracture: We confirm the previous result, indicating U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿

sign  changes  when  the  dip  becomes  vertical  or  horizontal  or  the  stress  ratio  becomes  high,
corresponding to a fracture becoming purely opened. Thus, the signs of these ratios can be used to
discriminate faults/sheared intrusions from purely opened intrusions. Recalling that U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ ranges

from 1 to 1.2 for sheared intrusions with Δσn=1 MPa or faults (Figures 10b and 10c), we confirm
(Figure 11) that the values of  U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ > 1.2 or < 1 are specific of purely opened intrusions and

sheared intrusions with Δσn=1 MPa. 
Determination of the dip, α , the stress ratio, k , and driving pressure,Δσn: We confirm that

U x
−
>0 and U x

−
<0 are specific to subhorizontal and subvertical faults or sheared intrusions  (Figure

S6in  the  supporting  information),  respectively.  The  isovalues  in  Figure  11  confirm  that  the
determination of α  and k  has to be done from several displacement ratios as several combinations of
α  and  k  correspond to a given value of the displacement ratio. As all ratios vary with  Δσ n, their
combined value also constrains the amplitude of Δσn. 
6.3. Sensitivity of the Results to the Fracture Length and Depth

Our  results  were  intended  to  be  dimensionless,  but  because  the  topography  has  a
characteristic length scale, they also depend, to a small extent, on the fracture depth and length. In
order for our results to be robust, those ratios least sensitive to depth and length will be used. 

To investigate the influence of the fracture length, displacement ratios ( Figures S7, S8 and
S9 in the supporting information) were computed for fractures half as long (l=1 .5km) and nearly
twice as long (l=5 . 4km) as our previous calculations (l=3km). To investigate the influence of the
fracture depth (Figures S10, S11 and S12 in the supporting information), displacement ratios were
computed for a fracture twice as deep (d= 3km below the summit) and nearly half (d= 1. 7km) or a
third (d= 1km) as deep as our previous calculations (d= 3km). Comparing ratios for the same values
of  d / land  different  lengths  and  depths  (Figures  S7  and  S10,  and  Figures  S8  and  S11  in  the
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supporting information), we find that a first-order approximation is that ratios depend on d / l. We
next  investigate  how  d / l influences  the  determination  of  the  fracture  characteristics  and stress
anisotropy.

Dip direction: For purely opened intrusions, we find that the sign of U x/U z remains almost
unchanged  whatever  the  fracture  length  and  depth  (Figures  S7a  and  S10a  in  the  supporting
information).  We conclude  that  the  sign  of  U x/U z is  a  reliable  proxy for  determining  the  dip
direction.  In  the  same way,  U z>0 remains  indicative  of  side  “+” for  purely  opened intrusions
(Figures S7a and S10a in the supporting information) and ¿ (Figures S8 and S11 in the supporting
information) can still be used to discriminate the dip direction of sheared subvertical intrusions. 

Type  of  fracture: For  all  types  of  fractures,  the  sign  of  U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ remains  unchanged

whatever the length and depth (Figures S7a,  S8, S10a and S11 in the supporting information).
Therefore,  the sign can reliably be used to determine whether an intrusion is purely opened or
sheared. 

Ratio  U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ (Figures  S8, S7b, S11 and S10b in the supporting information), used to

determine  whether  a  fracture  is  a  sheared  intrusion  or  a  fault,  can  be  as  high  as  1.5  for  a
subhorizontal fault which is twice as long (Figure S7b in the supporting information) and as low as
0.4 for a subvertical fault at half the depth or one which is twice as long (Figures S7b and S10b in
the supporting information). Thus, we determine that  U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ > 1.5 or < 0.4 are characteristic of

sheared intrusions, and that, when 0.4 < U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ < 1.5, the fracture can be a sheared intrusion with

Δσ n=1 MPa or a fault. 
Dip,  α , stress ratio,  k , and driving pressure,Δσn: Ratio U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿, which we proposed to

determine the dip of purely opened intrusions, appears to be a reliable choice as it is little influenced
by changes in fracture depth and length (Figures S7a and S10a in the supporting information). 

As surface displacement and ratios corresponding to faults are very close to those of sheared
intrusions with ΔP= 1 MPa and k< 0 .6(Figures 6, 7 and 10b), the same ratios will be used for both
types of fracture. For faults and sheared intrusions (Figures S7, S8, S10 and S11 in the supporting
information),  despite  ratios  U z

+¿
/U z

−
¿ and  U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ are the least  sensitive to variations in the

fracture length and depth, ratio  U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿ is influenced by d / l for  15 °<α<30°. Therefore, these
ratios will give the most reliable dip estimates and will also be able to be used to determine d / l.  
6.4. Sensitivity to the Topography

To investigate the influence of the volcano slope, displacement ratios are computed for a flat
ground surface and for a steep ground surface with a mean slope of 30° (Figures S13, S14, S15 and
S16 in the supporting information). We find that whether the topography is flat or steep, we can still
use the sign of U x/U z, U z, and the amplitude of ¿ to determine the “-” and “+” sides of the fracture
(Figures S13, S14, S15 and S16 in the supporting information). 

Similarly,  whatever  the  slope,  the  sign  and  the  amplitude  of  U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ can  be  used  to

discriminate purely opened intrusions from sheared intrusions or faults (Figures S13, S14, S15 and
S16 in the supporting information). We confirm that ratios U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ > 1.5 or < 0.4 are specific to

sheared intrusions. 
The determination of the dip of purely opened intrusions or faults can still be done from

U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿ (Figure  S13a  in  the  supporting  information),  or  from  U z
+¿

/U z
−
¿ combined  with

U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿ (Figure  S13b  in  the  supporting  information),  respectively.  However,  for  sheared
intrusions  U z

+¿
/U z

−
¿and U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ are significantly affected by the mean slope (compare Figures

11a and 11b to Figure S13 in the supporting information). Thus, plots specific to the slopes of the
studied volcano (Figures 11, and Figures S16, S17, and S18 in the supporting information) should
be used to determine α  ,k , and Δσ n. 

7. Discussion and Case Studies
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7.1.  Large Flank Displacement
In  our  models,  sheared  intrusions  lead  to  fracture  shear  displacement  with  the  same

amplitude as that created by faults, as we have assumed that host rock deviatoric stress is fully
relaxed by the fracture movement. In reality, fault displacement is resisted by friction. Although,
different types of low-friction slip structures have been suggested on volcanoes, such as pelagic
sediments [Lipman,  1995],  clay-rich sediments,  or thermally altered rocks [Siebert et  al.,  1987;
Lopez and Williams, 1993;  van Wyk de Vries et al., 2000;  Reid et al., 2004;  Cecci et al., 2005],
which may develop excess hydrostatic pressure [Dieterich et al., 1988; Day, 1996; Thomas et al.,
2004], it  is unlikely that full shear stress relaxation occurs on faults. Because magma injections
involve null friction, sheared intrusions are the most efficient fractures for flank destabilization. The
influence of a magma intrusion might be enhanced if it is guided by a detachment as the intrusion
shear displacement could overcome the frictional resistance of the detachment leading to larger
scale edifice collapse [Chaput et al., 2014a]. 

Lateral  flank  displacement  results  from fracture  shear  displacement.  We  found  that  for
sheared intrusions,  the amount  of shear  displacement  is  independent  of the amount  of opening
whatever  the proximity  of  the  ground surface,  and equal  to  values  corresponding to  a  circular
fracture with the same area and stress change embedded in an infinite medium (equation (12)).
Consequently, it  is a linear function of the fracture length. Our hypothesis on stress orientation
(equation (4)) results in maximum shear displacement for sheared intrusions and faults with dips of
30° and 60° and a host rock stress ratio of k= 0 .5. As shear stresses are assumed to result from the
gravitational  loading  of  the  edifice,  the  amplitude  of  U s is  greater  for  deeper  fractures.
Consequently, the largest flank displacement is triggered by the longest, deepest sheared intrusions
embedded in a medium with the greatest stress anisotropy (smallest k). 
7.2. Application to Flank Failure at the Piton des Neiges Volcano

This study was motivated by the observation of sheared sills in the Salazie Cirque of the
Piton des Neiges volcano (Réunion Island: Figure 1). These sills, which act as a detachment, are
located on top of a 10 km diameter gabbro, and beneath debris avalanche deposits [Famin and
Michon, 2010;  Chaput et al., 2014b]. The detachment involved 50-70 sills, stacked into a ~50 m
thick pile. In the pile, sills have an average dip of 28° and their thickness ranges from 0.4 to 1.1 m.

Some of these sills are crosscut by numerous faults, themselves crosscut by more recent
sills. This crosscutting relationship indicates that the faults developed during the progressive growth
of the sill zone. Using stress inversions of fault slip data, Chaput et al. [2014b] found that the stress
state within the sill pile alternated between two extreme cases, an extensional and a compressional
stress regimes. The observations that faults from the extension are neo-formed while faults from the
compression  are  reactivated,  led  the  authors  to  propose  that  the  extension  occurred  when  the
deviatoric stress was high, whereas the compression occurred when the deviatoric stress was lower.

We explore the sill shear displacement,  U s, and the driving pressure,  Δσn, associated with
these two contrasting stress regimes. As U s is insensitive to d / l, it can be directly computed from
equation (12). The sills are observed at several outcrops at distances of up to 9 km from the volcano
summit. The flow direction, indicated by elongated bubbles, suggests that they probably originate
from a source located beneath the summit. Thus, we assume that the sill length l is around 10 km.
They are presently located 2.3 km beneath the elevation of Piton des Neiges's  summit,  but the
overburden at the time of their emplacement is estimated to have corresponded to d= 3. 5km [Famin
and Michon, 2010]. We further consider a Young's modulus E=50 GPa , a Poisson's ratio ν=0. 25,
and a host rock density of ρr=2700 kg/m3.

When the stress regime was extensional, the sills were oriented at  an angle of 28° with
respect to the maximum principal stress. As neoformed normal faults crosscut the sills, we estimate
that the sills were at the rock strength limit,  corresponding to a stress ratio of  0 .5<k< 0. 6 (see
section  3.3).  Using  equation  (12),  we  determine  that  the  shear  displacement  caused  by  a  sill
intrusion was  U s= 3.7 m. When the stress regime was compressional, shear displacement should
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have accommodated the compression. As the contrary is observed and only reactivated faults are
observed under this stress regime, we postulate that k∼1 and that the overpressure induced by the
sill was large enough to create a stress permutation. For instance, if the intrusion led to k= 0 . 95, the
induced shear displacement was only U s= 0.37 m.

As shown in section 4, the fracture opening depends on the fracture depth over length ratio,
d / l. For the pile of sills, we determine that d / l=0 .4. Thus equation (15) and isovalues in Figure S4
in the supporting information have to be used to compute the driving pressure from the observed
opening. For sills dipping at 30°, Figure S4a in the supporting information indicates U n❑= 0.8 for
0 .5 <k< 0. 6 and U n❑= 1.5 for k∼1. Considering sill thicknesses ranging from 0.4 to 1.1 m, equation
(15) gives driving pressures ranging from Δσ n=3 MPa to 8 MPa for 0 .5 <k< 0. 6 and Δσ n=2 MPa
to 5 MPa for k∼1, consistent with the values assumed for our models and indicating that the model
is self-consistent. 

We next question whether these sills can trigger large-scale flank displacement. For flank
instability to be triggered, either several of the pile sills should be sheared by a small amount, or
some of the sills should focus a large amount of the shear displacement. The repetition of shear
displacement  on  parallel  sills  is  problematic.  Indeed,  in  a  series  of  sill  intrusions,  shear
displacement within the first emplaced sill relaxes deviatoric stress along that sill. When a new sill
intrudes along previous sills, shear displacement only occurs, provided deviatoric stresses along the
sill have been restored, or provided the new intrusion has a different extension so that it crosscuts a
different part of the host rock where deviatoric stress have not previously been relaxed. 

A mechanism  of  stress  restoration  was  proposed  by  Chaput  et  al. [2014b]  from  the
observation of intrusion populations and from the inversion of fault slip data at the volcano. These
authors conclude that the alternation of extensional and compressional stress regimes they observe
results from stress permutations caused by repeated dikes and sill intrusions. In their model, sill
intrusions occur when the maximum principal stress is horizontal and the injected sills are sheared,
increasing deviatoric stresses. In a similar way to their model, we propose that shearing of sills
diminishes horizontal stress on the head side (Figure 3), allowing new dike intrusions to occur in
the nearby N120-140° rift zone, further increasing deviatoric stress along the sill. However, unlike
their model, because quasi-isotropic stress only induces a small amount of shear displacement on
the sills, we think it more likely that flank instabilities occur when the maximum principal stress is
vertical. This could be the case if the intrusion is guided by a preexisting discontinuity, which is the
case when the intruded sill is not the first in the pile, or if the sill is not reoriented in response to a
stress rotated with respect to the stress in the area where the intrusion initiated [Maccaferri et al.,
2011]. If all the sills in the pile had been sheared under an extensional stress regime, the series of
50-70 intrusions should have induced 180-260 m of lateral flank displacement. The trigger of a
debris avalanche, such as the one associated with the deposits observed on top of the sill zone,
cannot  be  explained  by this  model  alone,  but  would  require  the  emplacement  of  sills  along a
detachment cross-cutting the whole volcano, as well as a weak zone beneath the volcano summit, as
suggested by the recent study of Chaput et al. [2014a].
7.3. Influence of the Different Types of Fractures on the Slopes of Basaltic Volcanoes

It has long been thought that one of the main morphological features of basaltic volcanoes is
the presence of a gentle and uniform slope [Simkin and Siebert, 1994]. More recent studies show
that  a  steep  slope  is  more  common than  expected  on  basaltic  edifices  [Rowland and Garbeil,
2000; Naumann  and  Geist,  2000;  Michon  and  Saint-Ange,  2008].  Volcanoes  like  those  in  the
Western Galapagos Islands [Rowland, 1996;  Mouginis-Mark et al., 1996;  Rowland and Garbeil,
2000], Karthala (Grand Comore) [Rowland and Garbeil, 2000], or Piton de la Fournaise (Réunion
Island)  [Rowland  and  Garbeil,  2000;  Michon  and Saint-Ange,  2008]  share  similar  flank  slope
patterns. The lower part of the flanks have a typical basaltic shield gentle slope (8 to 15°), followed
by a steep slope locally reaching 35 to 40° at intermediate elevations, and a very low slope (less
than 5°) in their summit area. 
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A previous study attributed the elevated steep slope at intermediate elevations on the Piton
de la Fournaise summit cone to the repetition of subvertical  magma injections in N25-30° and
N120° rift zones [Michon et al., 2009]. The fact that this steep slope is circumferential (Figure 12)
remains unexplained. The April 2007 eruptions and models of slope change induced by fractures
(Figure 6) suggest that the emplacement of subhorizontal fractures beneath the east flank could
provide  an alternative explanation for  the  observed steep slope.  Indeed,  subhorizontal  fractures
increase  the  slope  at  the  summit  and  intermediate  elevations,  but  shear  displacement  of  these
fractures  decreases  the  slope  around  the  summit  area,  producing  a  ring  of  increased  slope  at
intermediate elevations. 
7.4. Determination of Fracture Characteristics and Host Rock Stress Ratio From Surface 
Displacement Ratios 

A four-step procedure is proposed to guide the determination of the type of fracture (purely
opened, sheared intrusion or normal fault), the fracture dip direction, dip, the host rock stress ratio,
k ,  and the driving pressure,  Δσn. It is summarized as a decision tree (Figure 13). Recall that this
decision tree applies to buried fractures with 0 °<α<30 ° and 60 °<α<90 °, mainly loaded by gravity.

1. In step 1, the location of side “-” and side “+”  of the fracture is determined from the sign of
the ratio U x/U z. Negative U x/U z values are characteristic of side “-”, while positive U x/U z

values are characteristic of side “+” (Figure 10). If U x/U z has the same sign on both sides
and  U x/U z is positive, the fracture is a purely opened subvertical intrusion. If this sign is
negative on both sides, the fracture is a subvertical sheared intrusion with Δσ n≥5 MPa .

2. In step 2, if sides “+” and “-” have been determined in step 1, then the fracture type is
determined from  U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿.  When  U x

+¿
/U x

−
<0 ¿ shear  stress  change is  negligible  and the

fracture is behaving like a purely opened intrusion. We can go directly to step 3 to determine
whether it is subvertical or subhorizontal. When U x

+¿
/U x

−
>0 ¿ the fracture is either a fault or

a sheared intrusion. If U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ > 1.5 or U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿ < 0.4, the fracture is a sheared intrusion;

otherwise, it is not possible to distinguish a fault from a sheared intrusion with Δσ n=1 MPa
(Figure 10b and Figure 11). If sides “+” and “-” have not been determined in step 1 and if
U x/U z>0 on both sides, side “+” is the side where U z>0. If U x/U z<0 on both sides, sides
“+” and “-” will be such that ¿.

3. In step 3, we determine whether a fracture is subhorizontal or subvertical, except for sheared
intrusions with Δσn≥5MPa for which we can go directly to step 4. Purely opened intrusions
have characteristic unimodal U z, whereas faults or sheared intrusions have positive U x

−.
4. In step 4, the dip of purely opened intrusions is determined from U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ for the specific

slope of the studied volcano (Figure 14a). The greater U x
+¿

/U z
+¿

¿¿, the greater the dip. For
faults and sheared intrusions with  Δσ n=1 MPa,  α  is determined from the combination of
U z

+¿
/U z

−
¿ and  U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ given in Figures 14b and 14c and Figure S17  in the supporting

information for  volcanoes  with slopes  of  0°,  20° or  30°.  It  is  generally  not  possible  to
distinguish  faults  from  sheared  intrusions  with  Δσ n=1 MPa (Figure  10b),  with  some
exceptions corresponding to  k> 0.7 and to subhorizontal  fractures with  20 °<α<30° and
d / l≤ 0.6 (Figures S7b, S9, S10b and S12  in the supporting information),  for which the
largest  U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ correspond  to  faults.  For  sheared  intrusions  such  that  Δσn≥5 MPa ,

combined ratios given in Figures 14d (Δσ n=5 MPa) and 14e (Δσ n=10 MPa) should be used
to determine α , Δσn and k when the volcano slope is 20°, whereas Figures S18 (Δσ n=5 MPa
) or S19 (Δσ n=10 MPa) of the supporting information should be used when volcano slopes
are 0° or 30°. The stress change of purely opened intrusions and faults cannot be determined
as displacement ratios are independent of them.

To illustrate the use of the decision tree, it is applied to two examples, which have already been
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analyzed using combinations of uniform dislocation models [Okada, 1985;1992] and inversions.
One example concerns the 1999 East Rift Zone Kilauea intrusion, the other concerns the M 6.2
1995 Aigion (Greece) earthquake.  The 1999 Kilauea intrusion was captured by campaign GPS,
continuous GPS, leveling data and InSAR data [Cervelli et al., 2002]. However, to show the simple
applicability of the decision tree, we only use the available continuous GPS and levelling data.
Continuous GPS data indicate maximum values of horizontal displacements of  U x

north
=¿ -0.06 m

north of the Rift Zone and  U x
south

=¿0.102 m south of the rift.  Vertical displacements measured
along a north-south road crossing Kilauea Upper East Rift Zone, were considered with respect to
the southernmost leveling station as it is the furthest from the rift, thus the least affected by the 1999
intrusion.  We get  U z

north
=¿0.04 m and  U z

south
=¿ 0.055 m.  Successive  steps  (Figure  13)  are  the

following:  U x/U z being positive to the south, the fracture is dipping south and side “+” is to the
south. As U x

+¿
/U x

−
<0 ¿, the fracture is a purely opened intrusion, and as U z is bimodal, the intrusion

is subvertical. The dip is determined to be 90° from U x
+¿

/U z
+¿
=¿¿¿ 1.85 using Figure 14a. As the

reference for vertical displacements is probably in an area affected by the rift intrusion, it is likely
that U z

+¿¿
 is larger and that the dip is below 90°. The obtained characteristics are consistent with the

80° steep south dipping dike obtained by Cervelli et al. [2002].
To analyze displacements associated with the M6.2 Aigion earthquake, we use campaign

GPS measurements corrected from their secular trend [Bernard et al., 1997]. Maximum horizontal
displacements are U x

north
=¿ 0.08 m and  U x

south
=¿0.04 m, and maximum vertical displacements are

U z
north

=¿ 0.04 m and U z
south

=¿ -0.15 m. The steps followed are indicated on Figure 13. As U x/U z is

positive to the north, the fracture is dipping north: side “-” is to the north. As U x
+¿

/U x
−
¿ is positive,

the fracture is a fault, and as  U x
−
>0, the fracture is subhorizontal. Now computing  U z

+¿
/U z

−
=¿¿ -

0.27 and  U x
+¿

/U z
+¿
=¿¿¿ 2 and using Figure 14b, we determine a dip of 30°, close to the 35° dip

determined by Bernard et al. [1997].
7.5.  Determination of the Characteristics  of  the Fracture Associated With the 2007 Flank
Displacement at Piton de la Fournaise Volcano

Between 2 April and 1 May, 2007, a major eruptive crisis occurred at Piton de la Fournaise
volcano, Réunion Island (Figure 1), characterized by its largest emitted magma volumes of the 20th
and 21st  centuries  and by a  300 m deep caldera collapse at  the summit.  Ground displacement
associated with this eruption was measured by interferograms from the Envisat and ALOS satellites.
Two Envisat and three ALOS interferograms were used simultaneously following the procedure
outlined by Wright et al. [2004] to retrieve maps of the vertical and horizontal displacements that
occurred during the eruption [Clarke et  al.,  2013]. These maps evidence complex displacement
patterns,  resulting  from several  events:  the  intrusion  of  a  dike  into  the  volcano rift-zones,  the
collapse of the summit caldera, and an eastward displacement of the volcano's eastern flank of up to
1.4 m (Figure 15). After the eruption, the displacement of the east flank continued at a decreasing
rate for more than a year [Augier, 2011].

We use the strategy outlined above (section 7.4) to characterize the fracture associated with
the eastward displacement of the eastern flank. Measured maximum vertical displacements have the
following values: U z

west
=¿ -0.45 m, U z

east
=¿ 0.35 m, while the horizontal displacement is unimodal

so thatU x
west =Ux

east
=¿ 1.4 m. For the first step (Chart in Figure 13), we calculate U x

west
/U z

west
=¿ -3.1

m and U x
east

/U z
east

=¿ 4 m. AsU x/U zis negative to the west and positive to the east, the eastern flank
corresponds to side “+”, indicating that the fracture is dipping east. The second step requires the
calculation of the ratio  U x

+¿
/U x

−
¿,  which is  U x

+¿
/U x

−
=1¿.  As  0 . 4 <Ux

+¿
/U x

−
<1 .5 ¿,  the fracture is

either a fault or a sheared intrusion  with Δσ n=¿1 MPa. For the third step, ratiosU z
+¿

/U z
−
=−0 . 8¿

and  U x
+¿

/U z
+¿
=4 ¿¿ are  determined.  The large  U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ value is  indicative of  a  subhorizontal

fracture with a small  Δσn and a small  d / l. In our simulations, 25° dip faults (Δσn=¿0 MPa) with
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d / l=0 . 3,  d=¿3  km  and  l=9  km  (Figure  S7b  in  the  supporting  information)  give  values  of
U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
=3 . 4 ¿¿ and  U z

+¿
/U z

−
=−0 . 25¿,  close to  values  determined for  the 2007 eruption.  The

corresponding preliminary model is shown in the Figure S20 in the supporting information.
Three possible explanations can be given to account for the discrepancies between simulated

and observed displacement ratios:
1. The fracture causing the east flank displacement has ad / lvalue lower than the lowest  d / l

tested (d / l=0 . 3). A study of the posteruptive east-flank displacement associated with the
eruption [Augier, 2011] showed that the flank displacement corresponds to the closing of a 4
km long quadrangular fracture located 400 m beneath the ground surface. This fracture has a
d / l=0 . 1. As the coeruptive east flank displacement is probably induced by the same shallow
fracture as the post eruptive displacement, this hypothesis is likely. 

2. The fracture shape is  more complex than a planar  square.  Planar surfaces are  favorable
geometries  for  faulting,  but  the  fracture  area  undergoing  stress  change  might  be  more
complex  than  a  square.  Again,  preliminary  models  for  the  posteruptive  displacements
[Augier, 2011] favor trapezoidal fractures with their base to the east.

3. The measured displacement  does not solely result  from a single source.  On Piton de la
Fournaise east flank, InSAR recorded displacement resulting from several events - a dike
intrusion in the rift zones and a collapse of the summit caldera  [Froger et al., 2014].
For this event, the different measured ratios could not be reconciled using the step-by-step

Cartesian approach determined in this study. To refine the study and determine the complex fracture
depth, shape, and stress change, a numerically formal inversion has to be performed considering
that the source might be a sheared intrusion, in the same way as in the study of Hooper et al. [2011]
at Kverkfjoll volcano.

8. Conclusions
Our  study  uses  3-D numerical  models  to  investigate  the  ability  of  a  variety  of  volcano

fractures  to  trigger  flank  displacement  and  flank  instability.  We  model  fracture  and  surface
displacement for two groups of fracture orientations, determined from field studies at oceanic shield
volcanoes: shallow sheet intrusions (depths less than 1 km) that are mostly subvertical with dips
ranging from 60° to  90°,  and deep sheet  intrusions (depths greater than 1 km) that are  mainly
subhorizontal with dips ranging from 0° to 30°. To make our study comprehensive, we consider the
three different types of fracture that occur on volcanoes: (i) purely opened intrusions are fractures
submitted to normal stress changes, (ii) sheared intrusions are fractures submitted to both normal
and shear stress changes, and (iii) faults are fractures submitted to shear stress changes. Assuming
that the stress field is anisotropic and shear displacement occurs on fractures that are not emplaced
normal to a principal stress, we explore the influence of host rock stress anisotropies, characterized
by stress ratios 0 .5≤ k=σh/σ v≤1, where low k  corresponds to a state of failure equilibrium and k= 1
corresponds to a state of lithostatic equilibrium. 

As our model assumes full stress relaxation, sheared intrusions undergo the same amount of
shear stress change as faults. In nature, fault displacement is resisted by friction, so that faults are
unable to fully relax shear stresses. On the contrary, the injection of magma cancels friction, leading
to a full  shear stress relaxation,  making sheared intrusions the most efficient slip medium on a
volcano.  We find that,  for  faults  and sheared intrusions,  the shear  displacement  on fractures is
proportional to the applied stress change and fracture surface, and is independent of the proximity to
the ground surface, so that it can be computed from the analytic solution corresponding to a circular
fracture with the same area as the study fracture embedded in an infinite medium. Consequently, the
largest flank displacement is triggered by the longest, deepest, fractures dipping closest to 45° in a
medium with the highest stress anisotropy. 

For sheared and purely opened intrusions, the amount of opening is largely influenced by the
ground surface. Intrusions with intermediate dips of  30 °<α<80° open less than intrusions in an
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infinite medium, whereas subhorizontal and subvertical intrusions can open up to 4 times more. At
shallow depth, the occurrence of shear displacement induces fracture closure, resulting in sheared
intrusions undergoing less opening than purely opened intrusions. 

Our models may be used in two ways. A first,  forward approach is to compute the shear
displacement on a pile of sills exposed by erosion at Piton des Neiges volcano (Réunion Island).
Using this forward approach, we estimated that each of the sills intruded caused a 3.7 m shear
displacement.  Assuming that  the  deviatoric  stress  along  the  sills  is  restored  by  dike  intrusions
occurring in an associated rift zone, we further estimate that the 50 m high sill pile might have
incrementally induced 180-260 m of lateral flank displacement. 

Alternatively, it  is also possible to use our models in a reverse approach to determine the
characteristics of a  fracture and the host  rock stress anisotropy from the pattern of the surface
displacement.   Using the  fact  that  displacement  can  be  described  as  a  continuum from purely
opened  intrusions  through  sheared  intrusions  to  faults,  with  a  progressive  decrease  in  driving
pressure, we extend the approach Pollard [1983] developed for purely opened subvertical intrusions
to characterize a variety of fractures. We systematically study the influence of the stress ratio, k , and
fracture orientations on ratios of maximum surface displacements on both sides of a fracture, which
might be located beneath topographies with slopes of 0, 20°, or 30°. From the analysis of signs and
amplitudes of these ratios, we have developed a deterministic step-by-step procedure (represented
as a decision tree) to determine the fracture type (purely opened, sheared intrusion, or fault), dip, the
host rock stress anisotropy, and the driving pressure. This procedure provides a priori models which
can be used to infer bounds to the parameter space before it is explored through a formal inversion.

Applying  this  procedure  to  the  1.4  m-high coeruptive  flank displacement  on  Piton  de  la
Fournaise (Réunion Island) in April 2007, we find that this displacement might have been caused by
a 25° east dipping subhorizontal fault, rather than a sheared  intrusion, with a depth over length ratio
smaller than 0.3. The inability of the method to fully reconcile the observed ratios might result from
a too simplistic model or from the east flank displacement containing contributions of other events
that took place at the time of the InSAR data acquisition - a rift dike intrusion and a summit caldera
collapse. 

Appendix  A:  Solving  3-D  Boundary  Element  Subject  to  the  Condition  That  Normal
Displacement is Positive
Boundary  element  method  codes  involving  fractures  imply  the  resolution  of  a  linear  system
verifying  the  prescribed boundary conditions.  Solving this  linear  system may lead  to  solutions
where fracture interpenetration occurs. However, most geological and geophysical applications call
for  solutions  where  fracture  wall  interpenetration  is  prevented.  Mathematically,  this  condition
results in displacement inequality constraints.
The linear system to solve for the mixed 3-D boundary element method [Cayol and Cornet, 1996]
used in this study is written as

AX=R (A.1)
where A is the influence coefficient matrix for displacements U= (u1 . .unL )

T
 for nLmassive elements

and  displacement  discontinuities  D= (d1 ..dnF )
T
 for nF fracture  elements,  with  dk

=(d1
k d2

kd3
k ) the

displacement  discontinuity  vector  at  the  k th element,X= (U D )
T is  the  vector  of  unknown

displacements and displacement discontinuities, and R is a known vector which takes the applied
boundary tractions into account. 
To avoid fracture interpenetration, normal displacement must be positive, which corresponds to the
following inequality constraint for l=1, .. ,nF:

 d l nl>0 (A.2)

where nl=(n1
l n2

l n3
l ) is the normal to the lth element.

Boundary  element  methods  usually  address  this  problem using  a  penalty  method  [Crouch  and
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Starfield, 1983; Cooke and Pollard, 1997], where it is assumed that fractures are filled with a stiff
material, which resists fracture closure. With this method the solution can fail to converge or be
wrong  [Mijar  and  Arora,  2000].  Instead,  we  use  a  method  where  the  inequality  constraint  is
enforced  through  Lagrange  multipliers.  Namely,  we  use  an  augmented  Lagrangian  with  block
relaxation technique. In order to implement this method, the system (A.1) has to be reformulated
into  a  minimization  problem.  Here  the  matrixA is  invertible  but  not  symmetric.  To  obtain  a
symmetric system, we write the following system, equivalent to (A.1)

AT AX=AT R (A.3)
Solution of this system corresponds to the minimization of the function

J (X )=
1
2
XT AT AX− RT AX (A.4)

If there are no constraints, the minimization has to be done over ndof, where ndof =nF+nL. Here we
add the constraint (A.2) which can easily be rewritten in terms of  X  as

NX≤ 0 (A.5)
where  N  is  a  matrix  with  nF rows  and  ndof columns.  We  then  consider  the  problem  of  the
minimization  of  the  function  J defined  by  (A.4)  under  the  constraints  (A.5).  Minimization  is
performed through a variant of the augmented Lagrangian method, based on the introduction of a
fictitious vector variable  Y  in nF which  takes  into account the sign constraints  (A.5),  and the
following function (see, for example, Fortin and Glowinski, 1983)

L (X ,Y , λ )=J (X )+I (Y )+λT ( NX−Y )+
r
2
‖NX−Y‖ℝ nF

2
(A.6)

where λ∈nF is the Lagrange multiplier of the constraints (A.5), r> 0 is the augmentation parameter
and the function I  is defined as

I (Y )={0, ifY ≤0
+∞ , otherwise} (A.7)

In practice, one does not need to compute this function explicitly, but it is used in the computation
of  the  optimality  conditions.  The  Kuhn-Karush-Tucker  optimality  conditions  for  constrained
optimization problems (see Fortin and Glowinski, 1983) lead to the following iterative algorithm:

i. Initialization : choose X ( 0)∈ndof, Y
(0 ) ∈nF and λ (0) ∈nF;

At iteration number k ≥0, (X ( k ) ,Y (k ) , λ(k ) ) being known :

ii. Compute X ( k+1) minimizing L ( X ,Y ( k ) , λ (k ));

iii. Compute Y ( k+1) minimizing L ( X (k ) , Y , λ (k ));

iv. Update the Lagrange multiplier : λ (k+1)
= λ(k ) +r (NX( k+1)−Y (k+1 ) )

The first step leads to the solution of a linear system of the same dimension as (A.1) but with a
different matrix.  The second step then does lead to an explicit  expression.  Moreover the initial
vector X ( 0) can be set as the solution of the original unconstrained problem (A.1), and if it satisfies
the constraints (A.5), no iteration needs to be performed.

Appendix B: Stress Changes Applied to Magma-Filled Fractures
When magma is injected into the host rock considered as an elastic medium, stress perturbations
along the fracture surface are assumed to result from the difference between the magma pressure
and stresses in the edifice. The stress perturbation matrix is defined as

Δσ ( x,y,z )=[
Pm ( z )−kσv ( x,y,z ) 0 0

0 Pm (z )−kσ v (zx,y, ) 0

0 0 Pm ( z )−σ v ( x,y,z )],  (B.1)

Where,  the magma pressure  Pm (z ) is induced by the magma density  ρm, and the magma pressure
ΔP0:

Pm (z )=− ρmgz+ΔP0.                (B.2)
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We assume fractures are far enough from the ground surface for the maximum principal stress to be
vertical, and we assume that σ v corresponds to the weight of the overlying rocks: 

σ v ( x,y,z )=ρr g [ zsurf ( x,y )−z ]. (B.3)
where, zsurf (x,y ) is the elevation of the surface above each point of the fracture.
Magma pressure is considered to be greater than the magnitude of the maximum principal stress so
that fractures of any orientation can dilate. Changes of normal and shear stresses (Δσ n ( x,y,z ) and
Δτ (x,y,z ), respectively),  resolved on a  fracture  dipping at  an angle  α ,  with  unit  normal  vector

n=(sin (α ) ,0 ,cos (α ) )
T
, are computed from the stress tensor given in equation (B.1) as:

Δσ n ( x,y,z )=Pm ( z )−σ v (x,y,z ) [k sin (α )
2
+cos (α )

2 ],   (B.4)
and

Δτ (x,y,z ) =σv (x,y,z ) (k −1 )cos (α ) sin (α ).  (B.5)
This shear stress change assumes that host rock stresses are fully relaxed by fracture movements.
Practically, in our boundary element code, a mean stress vector T̄  is applied to the fracture, 

T̄=Δσ (x,y,z )n  (B.6)
where Δσ ( x,y,z ) is the stress tensor in equation (B.1). 
To compute the mean stress vector  T̄ , we determine the value of  ΔP0 such that the mean normal
stress change Δσ n ( x,y,z ) (further noted Δσn) equals a given value. 

The mean shear stress change, Δτ (x,y,z ) (further noted Δτ), is derived from equation (B.5), and has
the value

Δτ=ρrgd (k− 1 )cos (α ) sin (α ),     (B.7)
where d= ( zsurf− zfrac) is  the  mean  fracture  depth  below the  ground surface,  with  zsurf the  mean
elevation of the ground surface above the fracture, and zfrac the mean fracture elevation (Figure   3). 

Appendix C: Mean Fracture Displacement Induced by Normal and Shear Stress Changes on
Circular Fractures in an Infinite Medium
Net opening and shear displacement for a flat circular plane fracture, of radius  a, submitted to a
uniform stress change follow elliptical profiles [Eshelby, 1957;  Segall, 2010]. Their values differ
depending on whether the stress change is a driving pressure Δσ n or a shear stress change Δτ, 

un (r )=
4
π

(1−ν2 )

E
aΔσn√1−

r2

a2
,  (C.1)

and

us (r )=
8
π

(1−ν2 )

E (2−ν )
aΔ τ √1−

r2

a2
,  (C.2)

Computation of the mean crack displacement requires the evaluation of

U n=un (r )=
4
π2

(1−ν2 )

E
1
a

Δσn∫
0

2π

∫
0

a

r √1−
r2

a2 drdθ, (C.3)

and

U s=us (r )=
8

π2

(1−ν2 )

E (2−ν )

1
a

Δτ∫
0

2π

∫
0

a

r √1−
r2

a2 drdθ.   (C.4)

With ∫
0

a

r √1−
r2

a2 dr=
a2

3
, equations (C.3) and (C.4) become 

U n=
16
3π

(1−ν2 )

E
a
2

Δσn,   (C.5)

and 
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U s=
32
3π

(1−ν2 )

E (2−ν )

a
2

Δτ.   (C.6)
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Table 1: Parameters (Figure 3) and Physical Properties Used in the Calculation.

Parameter or Property Symbol

Geometrical Parameters

Mean elevation of the surface above the fracture zsurf

Mean elevation of the fracture zfract

Fracture length l

Fracture mean depth d = zsurf - zfract

Physical Properties

Horizontal and vertical stresses σ h ,σ v

Ratio of effective stresses k=σh /σ v

Crust friction coefficient μ

Young's Modulus E

Poisson's ration ν

Fracture dip α

Rock density ρr

Magma density ρm

Magma pressure Pm

Normal stress change Δσn

Shear stress change Δτ

Lithospheric pressure Plith
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Figure 1: Location of Piton des Neiges and Piton de la Fournaise volcanoes. The large box outlines
the slope map shown in Figure 12 and the small box marks the area of the displacement map shown
in Figure 15. The coordinates correspond to UTM WGS84 (zone 40S). the inset shows the location
of Réunion Island.
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Figure 2: Orientations of sheet intrusions as a function of depth. (a) Dips of 3200 sheet intrusions
measured at poorly eroded basaltic volcanoes (depth < 1 km) [Walker, 1986; Zbinden and Sinton,
1988; Walker and Eyre, 1995; Marinoni and Gudmundsson, 2000; Tibaldi, 2003; Letourneur et al.,
2008]; (b) Dips of 459 sheet intrusions measured in the deeply eroded Piton des Neiges volcano
(depth > 1 km).
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Figure 3: Geometries of  subhorizontal (subh) and  subvertical (subv)  fractures considered in the
model. The n is the unit vector normal to the fracture, zsurf is the mean elevation of the surface above
the fracture, zfrac is the mean elevation of the fracture and l is the fracture length. Thed= ( zsurf− zfrac)
is  the  mean  depth  of  the  fracture  beneath  the  surface.  The contour  lines  are  drawn at  200 m
intervals, and the volcano summit is at z= 3700m.
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Figure 4: Influence of the dip, α , and stress ratio, k , on the fracture stress and displacement ratio
for fractures of length l=3 km. Here U s❑ =Us / [U s ], U n❑=Un/ [U n ], where scaling factors [U s ] and [U n ]
are  given  by  equations  (5)  and  (6).  (a)  Dimensionless  shear  stress  change,  Δτ❑,  applied  to

subhorizontal  and subvertical  sheared intrusions as a function of  α  and  k , Δτ❑=Usinf∗/U ninf ∗=U
s inf∗

.  (b)

Ratio of dimensionless shear displacement over opening, U s❑/U n❑. (c, e, and g) Dimensionless shear
displacement U s❑. d, f, h- Dimensionless opening U n❑. Scaling is such that U ninf∗

=1. Interpenetration
of fractures is permitted here, leading to negative openings on faults.
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Figure  5: Normalized  displacement  obtained  for  a  30°  dip  fault,  for  which  fracture  wall
interpenetration is not prevented. The fault is located beneath a ground surface sloping at 20°. U s❑

and U n❑ are the mean shear displacement  and opening of the sheared intrusion, respectively.
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Figure 6: Dimensionless internal displacement, surface displacement and slope changes associated
with different types of subhorizontal fractures (α= 10°): purely opened sheet intrusions (driving
pressure  Δσn),  sheared sheet intrusions (mixed stress change corresponding to a combination of
driving pressure  Δσn and shear stress change  Δτ with  k= 0 .6) and faults (shear stress change,  Δτ
with k= 0 .6). Displacement and slope changes are scaled by [U ] given by equation (8). The contour
lines indicate the ground surface elevations. They are every 500 m.
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Figure 7: Same as previous figure for subvertical fractures (α= 80°).
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Figure 8: Maximum surface displacement for vertical and horizontal displacements and sides “-”
and “+” (see definition in Figure 3). The displacement profiles correspond to a subvertical sheared
intrusion with Δσ n=1 MPa. Its location is indicated by a dashed line in Figure 7. 
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Figure  9:  Influence of the fracture's dip on maximum surface displacements for different stress
changes on the fracture. (a) Influence of the dip for normal stress changes. (b) Influence of the dip
for shear and mixed stress changes for several normal stress changes.  (c) Influence of the stress
ratio for shear stress changes. (d) Influence of the stress ratio for mixed stress changes and several
normal stress changes. The fracture length and mean depth are 3 km (d / l=1). Displacements are
scaled by [U ] given by equation (8). For Figures 9c and 9d, subvertical  fractures with an 80° dip
and subhorizontal fractures with a 10° dip are considered. For Figures 9b and 9c, the stress ratio is
k= 0 .6. Ratios and signs correspond to the definitions presented in Figures 3 and 8. The red dashed
lines correspond to cases presented in Figures 6 and 7. The hatched areas correspond to dips and
stress ratios of fractures deforming as purely opened intrusions. Fracture wall interpenetration is
prevented.
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Figure  10:  Influence  of  fracture  dip  and  stress  ratio,  k=σh /σ v,  on  ratios  of  maximum surface
displacement for different stress changes on the fracture.   (a) Influence of the dip,  α , for purely
opened sheet intrusions. (b) Influence of α  for faults and sheared sheet intrusions with different Δσn.
Parameterk  is fixed at 0.6. (c) Influence of the stress ratio for sheared intrusions with different Δσn.
(d) Influence of the stress ratio for faults. The mean fracture depth and length are 3 km (d / l=1). For
Figures 10c and 10d, a subvertical fracture with α=80 ° and a subhorizontal fracture with α=10 ° are
considered. Signs and ratios correspond to the definitions presented in Figures 3 and 8. The red
dashed lines correspond to cases presented in Figures 6 and 7. The hatched areas correspond to dips
and stress ratios of fractures deforming as purely opened intrusions. Fracture wall interpenetration is
prevented.
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Figure 11: Influence of the fracture dip,  α , and stress ratio,  k=σh /σ v, on ratios of maximum displacement for sheared sheet intrusions with driving
pressure,  (a and b)  Δσn=1 MPa,  (c and d)  Δσ n=5 MPa,  and  (e and f) Δσn=10 MPa.   Figures  11a,  11c and 11e show displacement ratios  for
subhorizontal fractures; Figures 11b, 11d and 11f show displacement ratios for subvertical fractures. The mean fracture depth and length are 3 km (
d / l=1). Signs and ratios correspond to the definitions presented in Figures 3 and 8. Horizontal and vertical dashed white lines correspond to stress ratio
k= 0 .6, and dips of 80° and 10°, presented in Figures 10b and 10c, respectively. The intersection of these dashed lines corresponds to models shown in
Figures 6 and 7. The hatched areas correspond to fractures with displacement characteristic of purely opened intrusions. Fracture wall interpenetration
is prevented.



Figure 12: Slope map of Piton de la Fournaise volcano (Réunion Island). The location of this map
is indicated in Figure 1. The coordinates are UTM WGS84 (zone 40S).
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Figure 13:  Flow chart indicating the steps of the decision tree to determine the fracture and host
rock characteristics from ratios of maximum surface displacements. Side “-” refers to the foot side
(subvertical fracture) or head side (subhorizontal fracture), and side “+” refers to the hanging side
(subvertical  fracture)  or  toe  side  (subhorizontal  fracture)  (Figures  3  and  8).  Subv  stands  for
subvertical fracture and subh for subhorizontal fracture. The magneta lines show the determination
path for the fracture associated with the Kilauea 1999 intrusion, blue lines show this path for the M
6.2 Aigion earthquake,  and the green lines correspond to the April  2007 Piton de la Fournaise
eruption.
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Figure 14: Displacement ratios used to determine the dip and type of fracture, as well as the host
rock stress anisotropy. (a) Ratio U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ is  used for purely opened sheet intrusions when mean

slopes of the volcano of have values of 0°, 20° and 30°. (b) Ratios for faults (Δσ n= 0 MPa) on
volcanoes with mean slopes of 0°, 20° and 30°. (c) Combined ratios for sheared intrusions with
Δσ n=1 MPa. (d) Combined ratios for sheared intrusions with Δσ n=5 MPa. (e) Combined ratios for
sheared intrusions with Δσ n=10 MPa. The mean fracture depth and length are 3 km (d / l=1). Ratios
U z

+¿
/U z

−
¿ and U x

+¿
/U z

+¿
¿¿ in Figures 14b–14e are used jointly for faults or sheared sheet intrusions.

In  Figures  14c,  14d,  and  14e,  volcanoes  have  20°  slopes.  Signs  and  ratios  correspond  to  the
definitions presented in Figures 3 and 8.
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Figure 15: Displacement associated with the 2007 eruption. This displacement was computed from 
two Envisat and three ALOS interferograms (modified from Clarke et al., 2013). The black box 
indicates the area for which ratios of  displacements are computed. The coordinates are UTM 
WGS84 (zone 40S).
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